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PHASE RELATIONSHIPS OF CHLORITES
IN THE SYSTEM MgO-Al2O3-SiOr-H2O
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Aesrnlcr
The upper stability limits of magnesian chlorites have been determined at pressures

up to 10 kb with water pressure equal to total pressure. The breakdown curve passes
through the points 768o+7o C. at  3.5 kb,7gI"+7" C. at  5 kb,  and g30o+5. C.  at  l0 kb.
At the maximum temperature limit of the chlorite stability field the composition of chlorite
coexisting with other phases varies with pressure, becoming more aluminous at higher
pressures. Above 3.5 kb the magnesian chlorites react to form enstatitefforsteritef
spinelf vapor and at lower pressures forsteritef cordieritef spinelf vapor. The invariant
point at which forsterite, cordierite, spinel, enstatite, chlorite and vapor can coexist was
located at 3.25!0.25 kb and 765'+10" C

rn contrast to earlier studies in the system Mgo-AlzorSio2-H2o, chlorite and quartz
are shown to coexist in equilibrium between 450'and 575'c. at 2kb psro and between
475'and 600'C. at 5 kb Psre. The reaction taking place at the upper limit of the qtafiz+
chlorite field is chloritefquartz<ltalc*cordierite*vapor. Talc produced during these
experiments contains a maximum of 4.00 weight per cent AlzOr (of the hydrous composi-
tion) at water pressures of 10 kb. This corresponds to 7.72Mgo. 0.28\l2oa. s.72sior.2Hro.

Iwtnooucrrorr

The chlorite group of minerals is very widespread in its occurrence in
the earth's crust, its environment varying from that of unconsolidated
sediments (Carroll, 1963) to both igneous (Lehmann , 1965; Fawcerr,
1965) and high-grade metamorphic rocks (Mason, 1962). The great varia-
tion in rock types bearing chlorite suggests a very wide range of stability
and possibly in chemical composition. It is not surprising, therefore, to
find several laboratory studies of the phase relations and stability limits
of the chlorites. Yoder (1952) studied the clinochlore (5MgO.Al2Or.
3SiO2.4H2O) composition as part of a wider investigation of the system
MgO-AlzOrSiO2-HrO and showed that at water pressures up to 2 kb
clinochlore breaks down to a mixture of forsteritef cordieritef spinel
{vapor. The reaction temperatures at 1 and 2kb are 680" and 720" C.,
respectively. This study showed the existence of the tie line between
forsterite and cordierite, in agreement with the earlier work of Rankin
and Merwin (1918) in the system MgO-AlzOa-SiO:. Yoder (1952), in the
synthesis of chlorites, encountered the problem of polymorphism dis-
cussed earlier by Brindley (1951) and Brindley et aI. (1951). The most
distinctive feature of each type is displayed in the r-ray powder pat-
tern where the chlorite structure (i.e. that of the natural chlorites)

I Present address: Department of Geology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,
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displays a 14 A basal spacing. At low temperatures these composi-

tions form a kaolinite-like structure probably related to the serpentine

minerals which have a 7 L c dimension. Roy and Roy (1955) confirmed

the existence of the forsterite-cordierite tie line and discussed fur-

ther the problem of the two structures obtained from chlorite composi-

tions. Nelson and Roy (1954, 1958) made a detailed study of the solid

solution in the magnesian chlorites and showed that solid solution of the

14 A structure extended to the corundophyllite (Hey, 1954) member of

the series (aMSO' 2Al2Oa' 2SiOt but not quite to the AlzOa-free composi-

tion. The 7 A structures were produced from the full range of composi-

tions, but there was no unequivocal evidence of the relationship of the

two types. Gillery (1959) continued this line of investigation and con-

cluded that in the compositions of the chlorite solid solution series tem-

perature of crystallization controls the mineral family produced (chlorite

or serpentine) and chemical composition controls the polytype (one

layer, six layer, or mixed layer). There is, however, sti l l  no concrete evi-

dence that the 7 A structure (aluminous serpentine of Yoder or septe_-

chlorite of Roy and Roy) has a true stability field with respect to the 14 A

chlorites. Both 7 and 14 A structures have been produced at all pressures

investigated in this study, but the problem of their relationship has not

been pursued in any detail nor has an atternpt been made to study the

polytypism outlined by Brown and Bailey (1962, 1963). Segnit (1963)

synthesized clinochlore at pressures up to 20 kb in a piston-anvil appara-

tus, but the products of decomposition at the upper stability limit differ

from those in the present investigation and will be discussed more fully

below. An additional problem concerns the relationship of the forsterite-

cordierite and enstatite-spinel tie lines within the system MgO-AhOa-

SiO2-HrO. This topic was discussed by Tilley (1923) and Roy and Roy

(1955) and more recently by Yoder and Chinner (1960) and Chinner

and schairer (1962). New data bearing on the problem are discussed

in detail later in this paper.
Phase relations of the magnesian chlorites presented in all experimental

studies up to the present time suggest that chlorite and quartz do not

coexist in the temperature range 130o to 800o C. at water pressures up to

2 kb. The data of Yoder (1952) and Roy and Roy (1955) consistently

suggest that the stable tie lines under these conditions are talc-mont-

morillonite, talc-pyrophyllite, talc-cordierite, forsterite-cordierite, or

enstatite-cordierite, each of which prohibits the existence of a stable

quartzf chlorite assemblage. As the most common occurrence oI chlorite

in nature (low-grade regional metamorphic rocks) is in the presence of

excess quartz, there is clearly a discrepancy between the natural occur-

rences and laboratory data. A series of experiments was designed to in-
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vestigate this anomaly and test the relationships between the quartz-
chlorite tie lines and those of the conflicting assemblages listed above.
Results of these studies are presented in the second half of the paper.

The present study was carried out as part of a wider study of the sys-
tem MgO-A12O3-SiO2-H2O at water pressures up to 10 kb. As the chemical
compositions of twenty rock-forming minerals, many of which are of
critical importance in metamorphic petrology, can be plotted in this
system, a detailed knowledge of its phase relations will assist in the evalu-
ation of metamorphic conditions.

SranrrNc Mernnrers axn ExpBnTMENTAL Mnrnon

The starting materials for this investigation varied both in bulk com-
position, plotted in Fig. 1, and physical state. For the determination of
the upper stability of the chlorites, oxide mixes of compositions on the
chlorite solid solution join were prepared from the purified oxides MgO,
SiOz and Al2O3 supplied by Dr. J. F. Schairer. These compositions were
5.5MgO.0.5AI2OB.3.5SiO,  (Pz of  Yoder,  1952),  5MgO'AI2OB'3SiO2

PERICLASE
B R U C I T E

Mso

Weighi  per cent

Frc. 1. Composition of phases and starting materials projected onto the anhydrous face
'of the tetrahedron MgO-AleOrSiO2-H2O. Solid circles indicate glasses, crosses indicate
.oxide mixes, and open circles are the mineral phases.
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(clinochlore), 4.5 MgO . 1.5A12O3. 2.5SiO2, and 4MgO . 2AlzOa' 2SiOr (ame-
site composition). For additional starting materials the clinochlore oxide
mixture (mix 17) was crystallized under the conditions described below
to clinochlore, a mixture of forsterite*cordieritefspinel, or forsterite

+enstatite+spinel. A synthetic glass of pyrope composition (3MgO.
AlzOs' 3SiOt and its crystalline equivalent of cordierite* enstatite
{spinel (crystallized at 900o C. and 3.5 kb Psrs) were used in several
runs and also a natural chlorite (leuchtenbergite) from Gabbs, Nevada
(Table 1), the latter kindly supplied by Dr. G. T. Faust (Kerr and
Callaghan, 1935).

Tmr,n 1. Auelvsrs ol N.qrunel Crronrm; (LnucrrrrNnnnorrn) Usno as
SranrrNc Marrnrer- (Krnn .rxn C.lrr,ecner, 1935)

SiOz
Al203
FezO:
FeO
Mgo
CaO
NazO
KtO
HrO-
HrO+
TiOz
P:Os
MnO

31  .o2
20 79
0.04
t . 2 0

34.25
0 .o2
0 . 5 1
0 .07
0 .03

12.77
trace
0 .01

Irace

100.71

Studies of the quartz-chlorite assemblages were carried out mainly on a
series of glasses, prepared under the superviSion of Dr. J. F. Schairer,
whose compositions may be plotted on the join anthophyllite-Mg-
gedrite. The compositions of these glasses and others used in this study
are plotted in Fig. 1. In addition to the glasses several oxide mixtures and
mixtures of natural and synthetic minerals were used as starting mate-
rials. Synthetic minerals used were talc and clinochlore, both prepared
for this workl cordierite, supplied by Dr. W. Schreyer; and purified
quartz from Lake Toxaway. Natural minerals were a cordierite from
Guilford, Connecticut, supplied by Dr. W. Schreyer; the chlorite (leuch-
tenbergite) already mentionedl a talc from India (not analyzed) sup-
plied by Dr. F. R. Boyd; and quartz from Lisbon, Maryland, supplied by
Dr. J. F. Schairer. Oxides and mineral phases were mixed under acetone
for 3 to 4 hours in a mechanical mortar and dried at 110o C. for at least
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24 hours before use. The mixtures of mineral phases were particularly
useful to confirm the results obtained from glasses and also to reverse
reactions across the equilibrium curves. Other starting materials such as
Pz and the crystallized amesite composition were available from Yoder's
(1952) work in this system.

Charges, together with excess water, were sealed in platinum capsules
and held at the required temperature and pressure for periods varying
from a few hours to several weeks. Cold-seal pressure vessels (Tuttle,
1949) were employed for runs between 2 and 5 kb Pnro at temperatures
up to 900 and 860o C., respectively. An argon medium, internally heated,
pressure vessel (Yoder, 1950) was used for runs under more extreme con-
ditions. The number of successful experiments carried out at pressures up
to 5 kb Psre has been greatly increased by the use of cold-seal pressure
vessels manufactured from Union Carbide Stellite Division's alloy R41.
Temperatures up to 860' C. have been imposed on these vessels of 1|
inch outside diameter with I inch bore at 5 kb P11r6 and maintained for
6 hours without failure. It should be emphasized, however, that each
vessel has its own characteristics on approaching limiting P and ? con-
ditions, and explosive failure occurred once during quenching. Similar
vessels have been used repeatedly between 775" and 825" C. at 5 kb
Pqr6; however, two have failed during longer runs (3 weeks) in the sa.me
temperature range but at lower pressure following successful runs under
extreme conditions. The life of the pressure vessels may be lengthened
following periodic heat treatment in the manner described by Luth and
Tuttle (1963). Fortunately, failure of the R41 alloy is usually similar to
that of the more common Union Carbide alloy Stellite 25, i.e. by flow
rather than by fracture.

Temperatures reported by means of both chromel-alumel and plat-
inum/ 90 platinum 10 rhodium thermocouples are believed to be accu-
rate to * 5". Pressures measured on Bourdon-type gauges up to 5 kb are
considered accurate to * 3 per cent and those by the change in resistance
of a manganin coil in the internally heated equipment are considered
accurate to * 1 per cent. AII runs were examined under a binocular micro-
scope and also in oil immersion mounts in transmitted light. X-ray
diffraction powder patterns of the resulting materials were made for the
majority of runs using a Norelco diffractometer.

The more precise measurements of the x-ray patterns from talc and
chlorite were made by mixing with the sample Lake Toxaw ay quartz as
an internal standard. The 20 values recorded are the averages from eight
oscillations over a particular pair of peaks.

Optical examination of the run products was often very unsatisfactory,
particularly for the runs carried out at lower temperatures (below about

J J /
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650" C.). Run products are always extremely fine grained under such
conditions, and it is often impossible to distinguish even moderate pro-
portions of the various phases under the microscope. The presence of
several phases in low-temperature runs is based on their r-ray diffraction
powder patterns, and there is consequently a larger uncertainty in deter-
mining the position of the field boundaries than in the regions where pre-
cise optical identification is possible.

TnB UppBn Sranrrrry ol rrrE MecNBsreN Cnr-onrros

Results of the more critical runs which delineate the chlorite stability
field are presented in Table 2 and are brought together as a P-T diagram
in Fig. 2, where the data of Yoder (1952) are shown for the stability limit
of clinochlore at pressures up to 2kb P11r6. The upper stability limits of
magnesian chlorites have been determined at water pressures of 3f, 5,
and 10 kb, and the relevant reaction has been reversed at 10 and 5 kb
Pnro. It is important to note, as may be deduced from Table l, that at
water pressures above about 3| kb clinochlore is not the most stable of
the magnesian chlorites. Data presented by Nelson and Roy (1958)
showed that at 1000 atmospheres water pressure the magnesian chlorites
close to the clinochlore composition are more stable than either the
corundophyllite or penninite members of the series (nomenclature of
Hey, 1954). Present experiments suggest that the composition of max-
imum thermal stability varies with pressure and therefore at 5 and 10 kb
P11r6 the composition of the most stable of the magnesian chlorites lies
about half way between the clinochlore and corundophyllite composi-
tions. The most conclusive evidence for this deduction is the reaction of
clinochlore at 3$ kb to produce a mixture of a chlorite*talc*forsterite
and at 5 and 10 kb Pnro to produce forsteritef enstatite+chlorite. The
chlorite resulting from each of these runs must be more aluminous than
the clinochlore starting material. It is noted in passing that all enstatites
reported in this paper are aluminous orthorhombic varieties (Boyd and
England, 1960) but there has been no detailed examination of their
alumina content. At water pressures up to about 3| kb magnesian chlo-
rites break down to the assemblage forsterite*cordieritefspinel but
above this pressure the forsterite-cordierite tie line is no longer stable and
the breakdown assemblage is forsteritef enstatite{spinel. There is no
evidence of a stable talc-spinel t ie l ine, as reported by Segnit (1963),
under any of the conditions of these experiments. In common with the
experience of Yoder (1952) and Roy and Roy (1955) talclspinel appears
in the products of several runs, but it was shown, by increasing the dura-
tion of a run, that the talc-spinel tie line is metastable at pressures up to
10 kb P11re.
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Trcr-a 2. Cnrrrcar Rux Dera r.oR TrrE Uppnn Srasrurv Lrurr ol
MecNBsreN Cnr-onrrrs

T,oC P, kb Duration, hours Result* Run No.

A. Stor ting naterial, : S ynthetic cl,inochlor e

359

1000
1 100
1 100
1200f
900
900
' t7 sl
900i
90ot
790
800
800t
8 1 5
8371
8s0t

690t
710t

1000
1000t
1100
1 100
1200
900

1 100
76st

900
1100
1 1s0i
800
800t
8s0t
900
770
780f
82st
87s t
825
837
850

710
7s0l

825

2
2
2
2
2 . 5
2 . 5
3
3
3 . 5
5
5

5
10
10

6
6

96
97

4
48
33
96
24

138
24
83
40
1 1

FofEn{Sp}rare Co
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*Co*Sp
Io*Sp*Z
Fo*En*Sp*Co
FolEn{Spf trace Co
Fo*Co*Sp
FofEnfSp
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*Sp*Co*Tc*Chl
ChI
Fof Sp*En*traceChl
Tcf Chl{FofEufSp
Fo*En*Sp
FofEn*Sp

o l l

619
632
636
604
537
540
562
537
639
395
704
403
J / d

510

522
529
617
610
618
629
633
571
645
471
538
559
649
664
661
437
454
534
703
701
433
441
s67

J / 5

5 1 1

528
546

569

2
2
2 . 5

2 . 7 5
3
3
3
3

3 . 5
3 5
3 . 5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10

B. Stailing material: Mir 17, cJ,inochlore com2osition

230
/ o o

I

o

6

96

9 7
48

656
330
96
39
+

336
486
264

2 4
140
1 3 1
r l o
I I J

10
1 1
47

C. Storling matuial: Mit 22 (clircchloreso-anes.i.teao')

chl
Chl*Fo*Tc
Fo*Sp*En
En*Sp*Fo*Co
Fo$CofEn{Sp
Fo*Co*En*Sp
Fo*Sp*I
Fo*EnfCo*Sp
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*Co*Sp
FofCofSp
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*En*Sp
FofSp lZ
Fo*Co*Sp
Fo*Co*En*Sp
EnfSp{Fo
FolEn{Sp
chl
Fo*Tc*Chl
FofEnfSp
Fo*En*Sp
Chl*Fo*En
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*En*Sp

2
5

t0

/oo
164
195

1 0

cht
chl
ChllFofTc
Chl*Fo*En

* Am, amesite; And, andalusite; Anth, anthophyilite; Chl, chlorite; Cl, clinochlore; Co, cordierite; Cor,
corundum; En, enstatite; Fo, forsterite; Z, liquid; M, montmorillonite; p, pyrophyllite; e, quartz; S, serpentine;
Sp, spinel; Tc, talc.

t Runs plotted in Fig. 2.
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T rnt n 2- (c on li,n u eil.)

T o c P, kb Duration, bours Result* Run No.

D. Starting matqial: Lnchlenbdgite (natual)

6s6 Fo*Co*Chl*Sp?65
76si
7 7 <

800
800
850
787
800
825
d / 5

850

1000
1075
1 100
1200
900

1100
1 100t
1 1001
800
780.l

1100
7e0t

7701

77s I

2 . 7 5
J J

J . J

J . J

3 . 5
5
5
5
5

10

477
2 t 2
1 1 8
486
266

2 6
2 1 8
2 6
2 9 6
2 9 7
2 . 5  4 8
2 . 5

chl
Fo*ColSp*minor Chl
Fo*En*Sp*Anth*Co*Tc
Fo*En*Sp*Anth*Co
Fo*En*Sp*minor Anth{Co

chl
Fo*En*Sp*minor Anth
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*En*Sp

Fo*En*Sp
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*Co*Sp
Fo*Sp*Z
Fo*En*Sp
Fo*En*Sp
Chl*Fo*En*Sp

Fo*Co*Sp
Fo*Co*Sp

47 chl

472
416
406
402
436
455
512
394
451
442
508

281
1 1 5

E. Stail,ing mal.criaL: Forsterite+enstatite+s?inel, clyslallized from mir 17, clinochlore conPosilion

1000
1075
1100
1100
1200
900

1 1001
82st

F. Startiflg Malqial: Fofstqite+cord.iqite+spinel, cryslallized Jrm nir 17, cl.inochlote composilion

612
608
620
631
634
574
643
57010 10

2 6
2 1 8

6 Fo*Co*SP
97 Fo*Sp*I

4 Fo*Co*Sp
FofCo{Sp

95 Fo*Co*Sp
39 Fo*En*Sp

336 Fo*Co*SP
332 Fo*Co*Sp*En 596

2
2 5
2 . 5
t q

2 . 7 5
3
3 . 1

609
607
621
635
603
644
660
647
662

G. S,artinE matqial: Cordiqite+erctalite+ spind, crystallized from Elass oJ brole
conilosi'tion al 90fC and 5 kb Pgr6

2.75  95  Co*En*SP
3.  1  336 Fo*Co lSP

H- Starring material : For stqilc+tal'c + amesitic chlor'ile (miwr)

5 140 Chl*Tc*Fo (both minor) 702

l. S tmtin g m aterial : Glu s, I 3 M cO' Alzoa' 1 5 SiAz

10 72 ChI+Tc 222

659
663

Anthophyllite as well as talc is a metastable breakdown product of

chlorite, and the persistence of these two phases lengthens the time re-

quired to locate precisely the reaction temperatures. For instance, if

synthetic chlorite is used as starting material in a run at 815o C. and

5 kb Psre, both talc and anthophyllite persist in the reaction products,

together with forsterite*enstatite{spinel, for over 40 hours and traces

of anthophyllite are still present after 280 hours. The reaction producing
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c h l  -
Fo+En+Sp
Fo +Co + Sp
Cryslols+Liquid !

M9- CHLORITE

Fo
+

En

S p

FORSTERITE
+

ENSTATITE
+

SPI  NEL
o

c

o

o

o
o=

V-Beginning of mel t ing

ch l
Fo
+
Co
+
Sp

. - ^ T - - - _ r _ _  E n + 5 n  . t \ ' ,- - < ' Y

F.I;____:_:\

FORSTERITE

CORDIERITE
+

SPI  NEL

Temperofure, oC

ilX"J:t 
or mineral assemblage to another, i,.e., a revetsal of the reaction across a boundary

talc and anthophyllite is probably analogous to that described by Green-
wood (1963) for the production of metastable anthophyllite from talc.
The chlorite structure consists of interlayered ,,talc,, and ,,brucite',

sheets, and breakdown of the chlorite probably results in the separation
of the sheets followed by disintegration of "talc" sheets to anthophyllite
*enstatite. Greenwood also reported quartz as a breakdown product of
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talc, but it was not detected in the breakdown of chlorite. Forsterite, a

major product of the reaction, is not stable in the presence of quartz.

Silica rlleased during the disintegration of "talc" layers in the chlorite

structure must react immed.iately with the "brucite" sheets, reaction

products depending on temperature and pressure.

Metastability is also a problem in the region of the invariant point on

the chlorite reaction curve. The point has not been located very pre-

cisely owing to the metastable persistence of all phases involved. Metas-

table phases are present even after runs of several weeks'duration, re-

gardleis of the nature of the starting material. For instance, at 3 kb'

Prrro and 775o c., above the chlorite stability and within the forsterite

*cordierite field, enstatite crystallizes from a glass of pyrope composition

and. will persist in a run of 2 weeks' d'uration. Similarly, at 2f; kb and

765o C. natural Ieuchtenbergite (clinochlore composition) persists to-

gether with its breakdown products forsterite*cordieritefspinel in a

run of 656 hours. Even at high temperatures (1100" to 1150o C.) the

reaction forsterite*'cordierite-+enstatitef spinel is very slow. At a water

pressure of 2f kb and 1100o c. neither forsterite*cordieritelspinel nor

lorsterite*enstatitefspinel mixtures (crystalline) show any sign of

reaction after 95 hours. This reaction (enstatite*spinelsforsterite*cor-

dierite) has been carried to completion in 96 hours at 1100o C. and water

pressures of 2 and 3 kb (Tabte 2, sections E and F). This is interpreted as

indicating that the position of the reaction curve is very close to 2f; kb

PHro at itOO' C. The reaction does not proceed, in the duration of the

experiment, unless it is considerably displaced from the reaction curve.

The breakdown products of magnesian chlorites, as established by all

work at pressures up to 3 kb P11r6, are forsterite*cordierite*spinen

{vapor. I{owever, several earlier papers (Tilley, 1923; Brindley and

Ati, iOSO; Roy and Roy, 1955) discuss the possible relationships. of the

forsterite-cordierite and enstatite-spinel tie Iines. Tilley (1923) com-

mented on the relationship of Rankin and Merwin's (1918) work in the

system MgO-AlzOa-SiOz to natural assemblages resulting from thermal

metamorphism. He noted that the assemblage forsterite*cordierite

*spinel ls absent in nature and is replaced by enstatite*cordierite

f spinel and forsterite*enstatitef spinel. Mineral assemblages contain-

ing enstatite*spinel were obtained by Roy and Roy (1955) but were

considered by those authors to be metastable. Segnit (1963) reported the

breakdown products of clinochlore to be talcf spinelf forsterite at pres-

sures between 6 and 15 kb. Although both Roy and Roy and Yoder found

talcf spinel assemblages, the talc-spinel tie line was considered in both

papers to be metastable.
Additional experimental evidence bearing on the stability of the ensta-

tite-spinel and ialc-spinel tie lines is found in the work of Yoder and
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Chinner (1960) and Chinner and Schairer (1962). Yoder and Chinner
studied the pyrope composition (3MgO.AlzO:.3SiO) at 10,000 bars
Psr6 and found that the forsterite-cordierite tie line is cut under those
conditions by both the enstatite-spinel and enstatite-sapphirine tie lines.
The assemblage talcf sapphirine was also reported in this study but was
not investigated in detail. rf the talc-spinel tie line is stable at 10 kb
Pn,o in the temperature range 750o to 13000 C., then it should have been
realized in experiments on the pyrope composition. The fact that en-
statitefspinel was produced in these experiments suggests that talc
f spinel is a metastable assemblage under the conditions investigated.

Chinner and Schairer (1962) restudied the relationships of the forster-
ite-cordierite and enstatite-spinel tie lines at 1 atmosphere pressure. The
starting composition for this work was a glass of pyrope composition. The
authors found that the glass crystallized to forsteritef cordieritef spinel
at temperatures above 1140o c. but below that temperature orthoensta-
tite crystallized together with forsterite, cordierite, and spinel. In view of
their experience with the same composition under dry and hydrothermal
conditions chinner and schairer concluded that the orthoenstatite was a
metastable phase. Chinner (personal communication, 1963) found that
under hydrothermal conditions at 2 kb in the temperature range 750o to
800" C. enstatite crystallizes rapidly from pyrope glass but the assem-
blage reacts slowly to produce the forsterite-cordierite-spinel assemblage.
The relationships of the forsterite-cordierite and enstatite-spinel tie lines
have been pursued during the present investigation as both assemblages
may be produced from the magnesian chlorite compositions under differ-
ent physical conditions.

In order to locate the curve for enstatitef spinel---+forsteritefcor-
dierite in the region oI the invariant point a mixture of all four crystalJine
phases was used as a staiting material. A series of runs of variable dura-
tion was made under identical conditions of temperature and pressure,
and it was possible to estimate, both by optical and *-ray examination"
which of the four phases was disappearing in the longer runs.

rt is immediately important to note that the magnesian chlorites are in
fact stable at pressures up to 10 kb P11r6 and temperatures above 800. C.
Indeed, the upper stabil ity range of these minerals, in terms of both tem-
perature and pressure, is surprising in view of their restriction in the
regionally metamorphosed rocks to the low- and medium-grade assem-
blages. Ilowever, the probable effects of iron, the most common addi-
tional constituent of the natural minerals, in reducing the chlorite stabil-
ity f ield, must not be overlooked. Turnock (1960) determined the up-
per stability of daphnite (Fea.sAlz.rSiz.r[O,Ott1,r; and pseudothuringite
(Fea.zAla.eSir ,[O,OH]18) and showed that at a water pressure of 2 kb the
upper stability of these minerals is from 65" to 160" c. lower than that of
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corresponding magnesian chlorites, depending on composition and oxy-

gen pressure. It is still evident, however, that the absence of chlorite from

high-grade metamorphic rocks results from the unfavorable bulk com-

position of the rock and thus reactions with other phases, rather than its

instability at higher temperatures and pressures'

The nature of the distribution of univariant curves and their meta-

stable extensions around the invariant point of Fig. 2 was deduced by

graphic analysis of the relationships of the five solid phases in equilibrium

at that point (Morey, t957). This analysis shows that, in addition to the

three univariant curves shown in Fig. 2, two other curves converge at

that invariant point. These are the forsterite-absent curve (chloritetcor-

dierite---+enstatitefspinel) and the spinel-absent curve (chloritelen-

statite-+forsterite*cordierite). As these curves cannot be realized

experimentally from the chlorite bulk compositions, they are not shown

in Fig. 2. The complete series of curves is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 3.
Experimental data on the upper stability limits of many minerals,have

been widely used in calculation of heats of reaction (see Orville and

Greenwood 1965 for references and discussion of these calculations). The

Clapeyron relation was applied to the present data for the upper stability

Iimit of magnesium chlorite but experimental errors are too large to per-

mit a reasonable estimate of AH. The calculations do, however, suggest

that the stability curve for clinochlore should be at lower temperatures

than indicated by Yoder's work. The authors intend to reexamine the

upper stability of clinochlore using much longer runs to eliminate the

rate of reaction problem encountered in earlier work.

The wide range of stability of the enstatite+spinel assemblage for

iron-free minerals removes a considerable anomaly between field and

experimental observations. Tilley (1923) first pointed out this irregularity

in his discussion of the system MgO-AlzOa-SiOz and suggested that en-

statitef spinel may be a low-temperature tie line and forsteritef cor-

dierite muy be its high-temperature equivalent. Friedman (1954) con-

sidered the same problem in his study of the emery deposits of Cortland,

New York, and considered that the variables pressure and iron content

may influence the relationship of the two tie lines. The importance of

pressure has been demonstrated in this study but at present there is no

information on the influence of iron on the position of the invariant point

in terms of temperature and pressure. In the iron-free assemblages, how-

ever, it is apparent that pressure is a more significant variable than tem-

perature in governing the relationships of the forsterite*cordierite and

enstatite*spinel assemblages. fn the analogous system FeO-AlzOrSiOr

the ferrosilite-hercynite assemblage is not found owing to the instability

of ferrosilite at low pressures (Lindsley et aI., 1964). This difference in
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Frc' 3' Distribution of all possible univariant curves around the invariant point involv-
ing forsterite (Fo), cordierite (Co), spinel (Sp), enstatite (En), and chlorite (Chl). The
abbreviations in parentheses indicate the absent phase for the particular reaction.

phase relations between magnesian and iron
solid solution series emphasizes the need for
mediate compositions.

the curve for the maximum magnesian chlorite stability (Fig. 2). The
temperature difference between segnit's clinochlore synthesis curve and
the inferred stability curve is insignificant (Segnit's curve is 15o c. rower
at 10 kb and 10o C. lower at 6 kb). The nature of the breakdown assem_
blage requires clarification. The stable assemblage of forsterite*ensta-

end members of the various
investigations of the inter-

t r o J

E n + +Co

Fo+CofSp
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titef spinel was found at 3], 5, and 10 kb Pn,o. Talc appeared as a run

product in some short disequil ibrium runs just above the reaction curve,

tut it was absent in longer runs under the same conditions. In view of the

fact that the present results were obtained from sealed platinum capsules

and runs of up to several weeks' duration, the assemblage talcf spinel

*forsterite must be considered metastable. Independent evidence of the

metastabil ity of the talc-spinel t ie l ine has been discussed above'

In order to consider the possible spatial relationships of the talc*for-

steritefspinel assemblage a graphical analysis was made of the six

invariant points involved in the relationships of the phases talc, ensta-

tite, forsterite, spinel, cordierite, and chlorite. As the orientation of one of

these invariant points has been experimentally determined, the six points

may be plotted in their correct orientation on a P-T diagram. Although

such a diagram is somewhat complex, it may be inferred from the rela-

tionship of the reaction curves that the assemblage talc*forsterite

{spinel is not l ikely to be a stable breakdown assemblage from chlorite.

An additional line of evidence involves the volume relationships of the

various assemblages. As Thompson (1955) has emphasized, the change in

volume during a dehydration reaction of the type involved in the

clinochlore reaction is almost alwa.vs negative. This is true for each of the

three reactions l isted below. If the breakdown products of a mineral are

not the same at all pressures, then it is to be expected that the high-pres-

sure reaction wil l result in a greater decrease in volume than that at low

pressures.
The molar volumes of the phases involved in the three reactions are

also shown below. Molar volumes for water are calculated from the data

of Kennedy (1950) at 760" C. and 34 kb for reaction I and 720" c. and

2 kb for reaction 2. The physical conditions required for reaction 3 have

not been determined but the molar volume of water is shown for 760o C.

at 3} kb. At720" C. and 2 kb this wouldbe 591 cc.

5 clinochlore-5 forsterite+10 enstatitei5 spinelf 20 HzO

1040.8 cc 217 .2 + 3r3 -7 + 197 .6 *554.0 cc (1)

728 .5  cc

5 clinochlore+lO forsterite*1 cordierite*3 spinelf 20 HrO (2)

1040.8  cc  438.5 224.9  118.7  738.6  cc

782.1 cc

5 clinochlore+7 forsterite+2 talcf 5 spinel*16 HzO

1040 8 cc 306.9 294.0 197.6 lM3 cc

798. 5 cc

(3)
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Neglecting, for the moment, the volume of the fluid phase produced in

these reactions, the greatest decrease in volume is provided by reaction 1.

This would thus be anticipated as a high-pressure reaction with respect
to reactions 2 and 3. Reaction 3 produces the smallest volume decrease
and may therefore be expected as the low-pressure reaction. Experimen-
tal work has not substantiated this reaction at low pressure under condi-
tions of Pn,o: total pressure. This information adds further weight to the
argument that the assemblage forsterite*talc*spinel would not be

expected as the stable breakdown product of magnesian chlorite at high
pressures. It is obvious from the reactions written above that in a closed
system the volume of the fluid phase will have a profound effect on the

decomposition reaction if Puro: Ptotor The volume relations of the three
reactions are changed if the fluid phase is included. For a given tempera-
ture and pressure reaction 3 produces a smaller volume than reaction 1

or  2.
Although chlorite is not excluded from regionally metamorphosed

rocks by decomposition as shown in the reactions above but rather by

reaction with muscovite or biotite, there is still a considerable expulsion
of water from the solid phases. If the system is open with respect to

water, then the volume of the fluid phase is of little consequence. In a

constant volume system, however, if. P]g.ro is equal to or approaches
Ptotot, then water released by the reaction may have the effect of in-

creasing Psre and thus enlarging the stability field of the low-tempera-
ture assemblage.

TsB AssBunLAGE MAGNESTAN Crrr-onrrof Quanrz

It is important to note that the chlorites which are stable under the

conditions of the limiting curve in Fig. 2 are not in equilibrium with
quartz. The chlorite-quartz tie lines are cut, under those conditions, by

talc-l-cordierite or ensta.tite+cordierite tie lines. Earlier studies in this
system (Yoder, 1952; Roy and Roy, 1955) showed that the chlorite com-
positions are separated from quartz under all conditions of'their inves-
tigations (130" to 1300'C. and 5000 to 30,000 psi). Tufnock (1960)

studied the phase relationships of the iron chlorites and showed that

they may coexist in equilibrium with quartz throughout their stability
field. At a total pressure of 2000 bars iron chlorites are stable up to al-
most 600o C., the precise temperature depending on the oxygen pressure

in the system.
Natural assemblages indicate that chlorite and quartz are two of the

most common coexisting minerals in low-grade regionally metamorphosed
rocks. Indeed they partially chara.cterize the chlorite zone ol progressive
metamorphism and often persist into the biotite and even garnet zones

367
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(Barrow, 1893; Til ley, 1925; Mason, 1962). In terms of the facies con-
cept of metamorphism the quartz-chlorite assemblage is most common
in the quartz-albite-muscovite-chlorite subfacies of the greenschist facies
(FyIe et al., t958, p. 218). The large volume and wide distribution of
these rocks on the earth's surface suggest that these two minerals may
exist together in equil ibrium over a certain range of temperature and
pressure. Hutton (1940) suggested that the chlorites in low-grade meta-
morphic rocks are dominantly iron rich but, as a result of the usual f ine
grain size of the host rocks and the consequent diff iculty of obtaining
good separations, there is still reiatively little information available on
the range in chemical composition of chlorites from low-grade meta-
morphic rocks (see Deer et a1,., 1962, pp. 138-1a5).

Starting materials for this study of the quartz-chlorite relations were
a series of glasses and oxide mixtures whose compositions l ie for the
most part on the join anhydrous anthophyll ite (7MgO.SSiO)-Mg-
gedrite (5MgO.2AI2OB.6SiOt. It is apparent from Fig. 1 that the com-
positions of the starting materials plot between the compositions of the
chlorite solid solution series and quartz. Determinative runs were made
at 2 and 5 kb Psr6 with techniques the same as those described earlier
in this paper.

The results of crit ical runs are presented in Table 3, and Fig. 4 shows
a projection of the results onto the plane anthophyll ite-Mg-gedrite at
2 kb P11r6. Although the majority of runs plotted in Fig. 4 represent
syntheses of phases from glasses, the positions of boundary curves have
been confirmed by reversed reactions involving the phases leuchten-
bergite, quartz, talc, and cordierite. It is immediately obvious that the
assemblage chloritef quartz is stable over a considerable range of tem-
perature at both 2 and 5 kb Prr,o. It is important to remember that this
figure is a projection of phase relations and should not be interpreted
as a reflection of the upper stability limit of the magnesian chlorites.
The diagram has not been completed in the low AlzOa region because
of the unknown relationships of the aluminous anthophyllites. Green-
wood (1963) has determined the stabil ity of pure magnesian antho-
phyll ite in the presence of excess water, but the problem of nucleation
of the aluminous members of the group has not yet been overcome. The
presence of a stability field for anthophyllite will undoubtedly complicate
the higher temperature phase relations depicted in this paper. At low
temperatures (460' C.) a wide range of chlorite compositions is stable in
equil ibrium with quartz. At higher temperatures the compositional
range of chlorite which may coexist only with qttartz decreases, and at
2 kb Psro and the maximum temperature of the quartz-chlorite stability
field the chlorite coexisting with quartz contains about 21 weight per
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T.q.er-n 3. Cnrrrcer, Rur.r Da,re DBlrNperrlrc rnr Qu.lmzfCHLoRrrE AssnMsr-,{cps

Run No

369

T , O C P, kb Duration, hours Result*

A, Starting naterial: Glass No. 2, 13MgO AlzOa.l5SiOz
(34 34 MgO, 6.68 AbOr, 58.98 SiOz, weight per cent)

400
425
450
475
500
550
600
6s0

475

575
600
650
750

400
450
475
500

5 7 5
600
650
475
500
525
550
575
600
625
635

400
400
425
450
465
500
550
560
567
5 7 5
600
650
425
450

1584
706

2880

568
280
648

1002
431
465

1 1 3 1
450
2 5 8
720
194

1584
2880
r052
568

1144
1246

t002
465

1384
1 1 3 1
1008
860
926
453
768

Tc*M
Tc*M
Tc*Q*Chl
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl
Tc*Q*M
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl*(trace Co?)

166
69

300
210
108

88
126
66

338
229
88
62

7
7 8

167
301
237
107
154
228
179
t28
339
r36
230
276
159
234

9 7
281

36
J J

70
302
!42
139

2 7 3
326
227
180
1 1 0
67
3 1

340

B, Starling matqial: Glass No 8, 19MgO.ZAlzOt.Z?SiOz
(33.43 MgO, 8 90 AbOa, 57 67 SiOr, weight per cent)

C. Starting matqial: Gl,ass No. 3,6MsO.AlzOt 7SiO2
(31.65 MgO, 13.34 AlOs, 55.01 SiOr, weight per cent)

481
1003
706

2880
1101
1127
1144
1008
9 1 0

t246
l l / J

647
431
861

1465

M*Tc*Q
Tc*Q*(Ch l?)
Tc*chl*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl
Chl*Tc*trace Co
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*chl*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*chl*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl
Tc*Chl

M
M
M*Q*(trace Chl?)
chl+Q
chl+Q
chl*Tc*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*ChlfQ
Chl*Tc*Co
Chl*Tc*Co
chl+Q+M
chl+Q
Tc*chl*Q

r Abbreviations as in Table 2.
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Ttnrs, 3-(continued.)

P, kb Duration, hours Reult* Run No.

500

500
525
550
575
600

650

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5

1384
1465
1384
1  1 3 1
141
450
2 5 8
504
768
720

Tc*cht*Q
Tc*Ch l *Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Tc*chl*Q
chl+Q
Tc*Chl*Q
Chl*Tc*Q
Chl*Tc*Q
Chl*Tc*Co
Chl*Tc*Co

M
M
chr+Q+M
ChI+Q
chl+Q
chl+Q
chl+Q
chl+Q
Chl*Q*Co
Chlf Co*Tc
Chl*Co*Tc
Chl*Co*Tc
chl+Q+M
chr+Q
chl+Q
chl+Q
chl+Q
Chl*Q*Co
Chl*Tc*Co
Chl*Tc*Co

137
3,10
137
231
29
90
6 1

124
280

o

37
34

1 1 1

143
140
t20
327
1 5  /

87
1 1 1
22
68
30

734
87

356

5

7 7

201
38
33

t44
109
342

156
86

127
23

1. )  1

32
2 7

I J J

345
60

125

400
400
425
450
465
500
550
567
J / 5

600
650
?00
425
450
562
600
612
625
650
750

D. Starting matqial: Glass No. 4, l1MgO.3AleOa.l3Sioz
(28.99 MgO, 19 99 AlzOa, 51.02 SiOz, weight per cent)

2 481
2 too3
2 706
2 744
2 1101
2 1t27
2 454
2 910
2 1413
2 648
2 647
2 1133
5 431
5 861
s 1888
5 454
5 582
5 504
5 720
5 194

E. S torLing matrial : Glass N o. 5, 5 M cO. 2AlzOt. 6 SiO2
(26.32 MgO, 26.62 LhO447.06 SiOr, weight per cent)

960
481

1003
744

1 1 0 1
568

2760
280

1+13
648

1002
1 133
1097
861
741

1888
837
258
504
720

350
400
400
450
465
500
525
550
575
600
650
?00
400
450
550
562
5 7 5
600
625
650

M
M
M
CbI+Q
chl+Q+M?
Tc*Chl*Q
chl+Q
Chl*Q*trace Co
chl*Q*Co
Chl*Tc*Co*Q
Chl*Tc*Co
Chl*Tc*Co
chl+Q
chl+Q
chl+Q
Chl*Q*trace Co
Chl*Q*And
Chl*Co*Q
ChlfQfColtrace Tc
Tc*Chl*Co
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Tmrn 3-(continued)

371

T O C P, kb Duration, hours Result* Run No.

F. S lar lin g mot eri, al, : Gl as s N o. 9, 30 M gQ - 6 AlzOt - 47 S i,Oz
(26.05 MgO, 13.17 AlzOa, 60.78 SiOr, weight per cent)

2  1053 M400
450
550
575
650
400
500
550
650

400
450
5 5 U

650
400
500
650

400
5 J U

650
400
5 5 U

650

1053
744
335

498
763
310

s 407 chl+Q
5 333 Chl*Q*Tc*trace Co

G. Sta/ting malerial: Mir, tqlc+cord.ierite (naturdl)

2  744
2 385
2 1246
2 310
5 498
5 763

chr+Q
chr+Q
Tc*Chl*Q*Co
Tc*Co
M
chl+Q

chl*Q*Tc*Co
Tcf Coltrace Q*trace Chl
Tc{Co
Tcf Co
Chl*Q*trace Tc
Chl*Q*trace Tc
Tcf Co

1 6
1 9
48

226

2 5

5 5

15
20
50
54
46

5 8

49
59
45
43
56

200
212
141
121

325
155
1 8 1

2
2
2
2
5
5

2
2
2
5
5
5

ChI+Q
chl+Q
Tcf Coftrace Q
chl+Q
chl+Q
Tc*chl*Q

H. Sl,arting maltiol : Mir, leuchlenbt gile+quarlz

1053
335
310
498
407
333

M
chl+Q
Chl*Q*trace Tc
chl+Q
chr+Q

I. S tertin g mal erial, : Gl a s s, 3 5 M gO. 7 A l0a' 4 1 S iOz,
(30.76 MgO, 15 56 AlrOa, 53.68 SiOr, weight per cot)

350
4s0
500
550
560
567
J / 5

600

2 960
2 744
2 1127
2 454
2 ro08
2 9rO Cht+Q
2 t4l3
2  1175

Co*chl*Q
Co*Chl*Tc

cent AlrO3. The composition of the corresponding chlorite at 5 kb Pn,o
is slightly more aluminous, about 23 per cent. These figures are obtained
by projecting through the composition of the peak of the quartz-chlorite
field on Fig. 4 and its 5 kb analogue, from quartz to the chlorite compo-
sitions as shown in Fig. 1. The lower temperature stability limits of the
quartz+chlorite field have not been determined with any precision
owing to the great length of time required to reach equilibrium. Mont-
morillonite-bearing assemblages occur at temperatures below 425" C. at
2 kb Psr6 and about 450" C. at 5 kb. For bulk compositions which are
both more and less aluminous than that at the maximum of the qu.artz-
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+
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+
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Frc. 4. Temperature-composition section at 2 kb Ps"a along the extended join antho-
phyllite (7MgO. 8SiOz' 2HuO)-magnesian gedrite (5MgO. 2AlzOr. 6SiOr. 2HrO). The data
on the lower stability of cordierite (cordierite+pyrophyllite+chlorite) are taken from

Schrel'er and Yoder (1964).

chlorite field a third crystalline phase joins quartz and chlorite as the
temperature is raised above the stabil ity l imit of the two-phase assem-
blage. In less aluminous bulk compositions the assemblage replacing
quartzf chlorite, with increasing temperature, is talcf chloritef quartz
and for more aluminous compositions, cordierite*chlorite{quartz.

Above 565" C. at 2 kb Psr6 and 625" C. at 5 kb all three quartz

*chlorite bearing assemblages are replaced by the field of talc*cordierite

*chlorite or talc*cordierite{quartz in the more sil iceous bulk compo-
sitions. The reaction at the upper stabil ity l imit of the quartzlchlorite
assemblage is:

Chlorite * quartz + talc * cordierite f vapor
6(5MgO. Al :Oa.3SiO:.4H:O) *  29SiOz +

8(3MgO.4SiOz 2HzO) - |  3(2MeO.2A1:Oa'ssiot  + 8H,O

Several authors have recently commented on the contrasted stabil ity
fields of a pure phase and of the same phase in the presence of quartz.
On the basis  of  pre l iminary exper imenta l  datr ,  Yoder and Eugster  (1955)
suggested that the upper stabil ity l imit of the muscovite*quartz as-
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semblage is less than 15o C. below that of pure muscovite, and this was
Iater confirmed by Segnit and Kennedy (1957). Ernst's (1961) investiga-
tion of glaucopharne showed the mineral (a sil ica saturated species) and
the assemblage quartzlglaucophane to have virtually identical stabil ity
Iimits at pressures up to 660 bars. At higher pressures, however, the
beginning of melting cuts out the glaucophane-quartz tie l ine, and the
temperature interval between the upper limit of this assemblage and the
pure glaucophane upper stabii ity l imit increases to about 125" C. at 2
kb Ps,6. Similarly, Eugster and Wones (1962) found that the upper
stabil ity l imit of the assemblage annitef 3SiOz is about 120" C. below
the upper stabil ity of pure annite at 2 kb and the P6, ol the wustite
f magnetite buffer. At 2 and 5 kb Ps,6 the upper stability limits of the
quartzfchlorite assemblage are about 145o and 170o C. lower than the
upper stabil ity l imit of pure magnesian chlorite. In direct contrast the
work of Turnock (1960) showed that iron chlorites can exist in equil ib-
rium with quartz at their upper stabil ity l imits. The crit ical factor, of
course, is the sil ica saturation of the chlorite breakdown products. Iron
chlorites react to form a sil ica-saturated assemblage, but the magnesian
chlorites react to produce assemblages undersaturated with respect to
sil ica. Apparently the Mg/Fe ratio in the chlorite has no appreciable
influence on the stabil ity l imits of the chlorite* quartz assemblage. It is
important, however, that the chlorites of intermediate Mg/Fe ratio be
investigated to clarify this conclusion.

Ernst (1961) applied reasoning similar to that set out by FyIe et al.
(1958) in a discussion of phase relations of the assemblage glaucophane

*quartz. The latter authors (p. 153) considered the influence of excess
sil ica on the stabil ity f ield of a mineraL and concluded that in the case
of chlorite the presence of excess sil ica greatly decreases the stabil ity
field of clinochlore. It must be emphasized that the presence of excess
quartz can imply a great change in bulk composition compared with
pure chlorite. Phase relations determined from such compositions can
only reflect the upper temperature limit for the existence of chlorite in
that particular bulk composition. Thus the presence of excess qtartz
together with chlorite is controlled by the limitations of the quartz

f chlorite stability fields but has no influence whatsoever on the sta-
bility limits of chlorite itself.l

One of the main problems encountered during the determination of
the stability relations of the quartz and chlorite was the rapid but often
metastable growth of talc from a wide range of bulk compositions, ex-
tending from pure talc to mixtures containing 30 weight per cent Al2O3.
In the early stages of the work several anomalous results were obtained

I The only proviso for such assemblages is that any heterogeneous reaction can take
place only within the stability limits of the reactants and their products.
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during the determination of isothermal sections at 2 and 5 kb Psre. In
order to avoid the intersection of tie lines on the isothermal plane, it was
necessary to assume that talc contains a considerable amount of alumina.
In several experiments using glasses Nos. 7, 2, and 8 as starting ma-
terials the resulting phases were exclusively talcf chlorite. Under the
same conditions, however, slightly more aluminous starting materials
gave end products of chloritef qtrartz. A possible phase diagram can be
drawn only if it is assumed that the talc contains an appreciable amount
of AIzOa.

Yoder (1952) and Stemple and Brindley (1960) have described the
effects of AlzOs on the r-ray powder diffraction pattern of talc, but
there are few data available on talc synthesized at pressures above 1 kb
Psr6 from bulk compositions containing AlzOs. Yoder noted that talc
synthesized in the presence of AlzOr showed a measurable reduction in
its c dimension, and Stemple and Brindley interpreted their r-ray studies
to indicate that talc may contain up to 3.7 weight per cent AlzOa. Anal-
yses of natural talcs may show AlzOr higher than 3.7 weight per cent
(McKie, 1959), but the presence of minor impurit ies in a mineral which
is verl- difficult to purify may sometimes account for part of the Al2Oa.
In the present study the nature of the alumina solid solution was assumed
to be AlAlPMgSi, the substitution most frequently invoked for alumina
solid solutions in other mineral groups such as amphiboles, chlorites and
pyroxenes. The possibilities of an alternative substitution such as 2Al
=:3Mg and the consequent ternary solid solution in talc have not been
investigated in this study but should not be dismissed.

A series of compositions (Nos. 10,21,14, 13 and 15) corresponding to
the MgSidAIAl substitution were used as starting materials for this
portion of the work. The AI2O3 content of these five mixtures is 0.00,
1.75, 3.53, 7.05, and 8.81 weight per cent, respectively. Of the four
aluminous compositions only the 1.75 and 3.53 weight per cent Al2Og
mixtures (mixes 2l and 14) have been completely converted to talc at
2, 5, and 10 kb Psr6. It is interesting to note the reaction times for mix-
ture 14 at 5 kb P11r6. Reaction products from this mixture held at 5 kb
P11re and 725" C. for variable periods of t ime are:

t hour talcf chloritetquartz

,fi |::;: l:i:*'"'"'
This same mixture was not completely converted to talc in a run at
525' C. and 2 kb PH,o after 2760 hours. At 750'C. and 2 kb Ps,6 talc
was the only product from this mixture after a run of 1104 hours. There
are two alternative conclusions which can be drawn from the run at
525" C. and 2 kb P11re. The first is that the result emphasizes the drastic
reduction in reaction rates at lower temperatures, and the second is that
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the AIgOa content of talc is temperature sensitive. There are insufficient
data to arrive at a choice between these two alternatives.

X-ray diffraction powder data of talc synthesized during the present
study confirm the previous work, which indicated the reduction of the
c lattice dimension with increased Al2O3 content. Following Stemple and
Brindley (1960) the variation of the position of the (006) peak of talc
was measured against a quartz standard to estimate variations in the c
dimension. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the variation
in A20 for talc (006) and quartz (131) with changes in the bulk compo-

TALCss+ CHLORTTE + CORDTERTTE

TALC SOLID SOLUTION

Weight per cenl Al2O3 in bulk composition

Frc. 5. Variation of the basal spacing of talc with AlzO: content. The size of the box
indicates the error in the measurement. The lower line is drawn through points for talc
synthesized at 2 kb Psro, and the upper line is for talc synthesized at 10 kb Pgre. Values for

talc synthesized at 5 kb Psr6 are always within the limits set by the 2 and 10 kb samples.

sition of the starting material. Mixtures 13 and 15 (7.05 and 8.81 weight
per cent Al2O3, respectively) were never converted to a single phase
assemblage. The plot of the data in Fig. 5 suggests that the maximum
AlzOa content of talc at water pressures up to 10 kb is 4.0 weight per
cent. It is interesting to note that the highest AlrOa content of a natural
talc reported in a recent analysis is 3.95 per cent in talc from a talc,
yoderite, qlrartz, kyanite schist (McKie, 1959). Increasing water pres-
sure has an almost negligible efiect on the AlzOs content of talc, and the
data of Fig. 5 show that the decrease in A 20 (006) of talc synthesized
at 2 and 10 kb P11r6 is on the boundaries of the limits of error in the
measurements. This very slight reduction in the c dimension of talcs
identical in composition but synthesized at different pressures may rep-
resent a genuine contraction of the cell size in response to pressure of

@ ^ ^
o . o
9
o
N
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synthesis, but similar data have been interpreted by Crowley and Roy
(1960) as a possible indication of Al-Si ordering. Ernst (1963) has sug-
gested that a similar interpretation may account for polymorphism in
the alkali amphiboles.

A convenient way of illustrating the phase relations in the MgO-AlzOa-

Frc. 6. Isothermal projections in the system MgO-AbOa-SiO2-H2O at 2kb Psrs. Data of
Yoder (1952), Roy and Roy (1955) and Schreyer and Yoder (1964) have been incorporated
to complete the compatibility triangles.

A

,t
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SiO2-H2O system to show the extent of the quartzf chlorite assembiages

and their relationship to the rest of the system is by means of a series of

isothermal sections. Fig. 6 shows a series of such sections through the

system at 2 kb Ps,6. The data of Yoder and of Roy and Roy have been

used to complete the construction of compatibility triangles, and only

those sections which differ appreciably from earlier constructions are

shown in this diagram. Stabil ity reiations of the montmoril lonite phases

are modified from those shown by Nlumpton and Ro1' (1956). As further

work wil l be needed to show the precise l imits of the montmoril lonite
stabil ity f ield in the presence of quartz and chlorite, the field boundary

of montmorillonite is indicated oniy approximately on the figure. Al-

though the sections are in part diagrammatic all relationships have been
experimentally verifred. A similar series of diagrams can be constructed
for the 5 kb Pn,o data with the interesting addition of a very narrow
temperature interval in which andaiusite or an andalusite-l ike phase
(Aramaki and Roy, 1963) coexists with chlorite and quartz. This assem-
blage is realized by glass No. 5 at 575o C., just below the lower stabil ity
limit of cordierite and above the stability limit of the pyrophyllite-chlo-
rite assemblage. These conditions are very close to the boundary curve
for the andalusite-sillimanite reaction (Bell, 1963) and are compatible

with the data of Schreyer and Yoder (1964) on the lower stability limit of
cordierite. The andalusite r-ray diffraction peaks are small and ill defined,
and it is possible that the mineral may be one of the hydrated forms of
AIrSiOb recently discussed by Carr and Fyfe (1960) or one of the AS(H)
phases of Aramaki and Roy (1963).

ApprrcauoN To NATURAL AssBttlsr-.{cBs

In view of the absence of iron and other components such as KeO,
Na2O, and CO: from the system studied, the results can only be applied
to natural assemblages with some reservations. However, recognizing
both the absence of such components and their probable effect of lowering
the upper stabil ity of the assemblages studied, the results can be used
to restrict the temperature range of low-grade metamorphism. The tem-
peratures of 625o and 575" C. are the upper l imits of the existence of the
greenschist facies at 5 and 2 kb Psr6, respectivell,. Figure 7 shows the
relationship of the upper stabil ity l imit of the quartzf chlorite assem-
blage to the lower stabil ity l imit of Mg-cordierite (Schreyer and Yoder,
1964), the AlrSiOb polymorphs (Bell, 1963), and the upper stabil ity of
muscovite (Velde, 1964). Yoder and Eugster (1955) and Segnit and
Kennedy (1957) determined that the upper stabil ity of the muscovite

*q,tartz assemblage is not more than 15o C. below that of pure mus-
covite. In view of the absence of any known solid solution between
muscovite and chlorite, the upper stabil ity l imit of the quartzlchlorite
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Temperoiure,"C

Fro. 7. Relationship of the upper stability limit of the assemblage Mg-chtoritelquartz
(curve II) to the lower stability of Mg-cordierite (curve f, Schreyer and yoder, 1964), the
upper stability of muscovite (curve III, Velde, 1964) and the Al2SiOs polymorphs (BeIl,
1 963).

assemblage sets a maximum temperature for the assemblage chlorite
*quartzfmuscovite which is characteristic of the greenschist facies.
The absence of cordierite from greenschist facies rocks reduces the max-
imum temperature of these rocks even further-550" C. at S kb ps,6
and 500o C. at2 kb Pn,o. The data of Turnock (1960) suggest that iron
does not reduce the maximum temperature of the chloritef quartz as-
semblage since it is virtually identical with that of the analogous mag-
nesian assemblage-S75" to 600'C. at 2 kb total pressure. It wil l there-
fore be exlremely interesting to study the phase relations of the inter-
mediate Mg-Fe chlorites.
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